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Rosa and Douglas 
 
[Intro] 
[E]       [A] !  [B]  (x4) 
 
[V1] 
     [E]   
Oh Rosa 
[A]                 [B]            [E] 
You’re such a fine Ponderosa 
  [A]                     [B]                 [E]            
I wish that I could grow a little closer to you 
[A]        [B]       [E]     [A] !  [B] 
Yes, my love is true 
 
      [E] 
Oh Douglas 
  [A]                      [B]            [E] 
I used to think the forest was hugless 
         [A]                      [B]          [E]  
But it looks like I’ll be falling in love this year 
  [A]          [B]           [E]  [A] [E] 
I think I’m falling fir you 
 
[Chorus] 
        [A]  
I’m a fir tree baby 
         [E]  
I’m a pine tree, you know 
     [A]                [B]               [A][Em/D][E] 
Together we’re a front range foothills duo 
[A]                   [A#dim7] [Bdim7]             [B] 
Growing on the eastern slope of the great divide 
(Oooohhh) 
              [A]                 [B]          [A]              [B] 
And I’m glad to have a tree like you growing by my  
[E]  [A] !  [B] (x2) 
side 
 
[V2] 
Oh Rosa 
Your red bark so fire resistant 
& our co-evolution’s so consistent 
It gives me déjà vu 
 
 

Oh Douglas 
Your cones look like little mouse tushies 
Swaying high above the juniper “bushies” 
Yes, I’m falling fir you 
 
[Chorus] 
        [A]  
I’m a fir tree baby 
         [E]  
I’m a pine tree, you know 
     [A]                [B]               [A][Em/D][E] 
Together we’re a front range foothills duo 
[A]                   [A#dim7] [Bdim7]             [B] 
Growing on the eastern slope of the great divide 
(Oooohhh) 
              [A]                 [B]          [A]              [B] 
And I’m glad to have a tree like you growing by my  
[E]  [A] !  [B] (x2) 
side 
 
 
[Bridge] 
[C#m]                          [E] 
I like the north facing hillsides 
[A]                            [E] 
I prefer south facing slopes 
          [A]        [A#dim7]  
We have different needs 
                      [Bdim7] [E] 
‘Cause we’re different trees 
           [A]                     [B] 
But we still grow oh so close-ly 
[A] 
Closer and closer 
         [E] 
Am I crowding you? 
No sir! 
  [A] 
I hoped you would say so 
    [E] 
Oh Douglas you know 
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[Chorus 2] 
              [A] 
You’re a fir tree baby 
              [E] 
You’re a pine tree, we know 
[A]                [B]               [A][Em/D][E] 
Together we’re a front range foothills duo 
[A]                   [A#dim7] [Bdim7]             [B] 
Growing on the eastern slope of the great divide 
             [A] 
I’ve got sorta short needles  
             [E] 
And my needles are long 
[A]                [B]               [A][Em/D][E] 
But we still grow together in this conifer song 
[A]                   [A#dim7] [Bdim7]             [B] 
Evergreen needles are a conifer’s joy and pride 
 
 
              [A]                 [B]          [A]              [B] 
And I’m glad to have a tree like you 
No, I’m glad to have a tree like you 
 
[Rosa raps] 
 
[A]                 [B]          [A]              [B] 
I’m glad to have you as a friend 
You’re super tseudotsugian 
The state tree of the state of Oregon  
With needles friendly flat and thin 
Your pine cones sway so pendulous 
Named after a Scottish botantist 
That’s why we call you Douglas 
I’m glad that you and I are us 
 
[Douglas raps] 
[A]                 [B]          [A]              [B] 
Oh Rosa, you’re the tree for me 
Your pine cones are so prickly 
Your needles come in clumpsa’ 2 or 3 
I’m piqued by your proximity 
Deep tap root make ya drought-tolerant 
Red bark with a sweet vanilla scent 
Those Aberts’ Squirrels eat up your seeds 
Your lifespan – 6 centuries! 
 

[Together] 
[A]                 [B]          [A]              [B] 
We’re very, very, very pleased  
To be two closely growing species 
 
Douglas Fir my love is true 
Oh, Ponderosa I love you! 
                      [A]                 [B]          [A]              [B] 
Together - Glad to have a tree like you growing by my 
 
[E]  [Ab] [A] [E] 
si--------------de 
 
 
 
 


